Note: If you need to reposition the tempered glass, carefully lift up by its corner without touching the adhesive part. Re-adjust.

Firmly press with your thumbs in the center of the screen and watch the tempered glass adhere to the screen. Remove the Applicator out from the bottom of the phone.

**FINISH**

Use your fingers and firmly press on the screen from center out towards the edges to remove any air pockets.

Use the Microfiber Polishing Cloth and polish the screen with tempered glass on.

**IMPORTANT:** Once the tempered glass is fully adhered to the screen of your phone, it cannot be re-installed. You must discard it.
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**ProGlass™**
TEMPERED GLASS
SCREEN Protection

HD Clarity | 9H Hardness
Shatter & Scratch Resistant
Smooth Glass Surface | 0.3 mm
Case Friendly | Bubble-Free

**Package includes:**
- ProGlass Tempered Glass
- Multi-purpose Cleaning Wipe
- Microfiber Polishing Cloth
- Dust Removal Tape
- Easy Applicator
- Instructions

**IMPORTANT:** Make sure your hands are clean and free of any lotions and oils prior to application. The screen must be completely free of dirt, oil or dust in order to successfully apply the tempered glass.

**4-Step Quick Application**
For best results, clean entire phone thoroughly prior to Step 1

**STEP 1** Applicator
Place Phone into Easy Applicator.

**STEP 2** Clean Phone
Clean the screen of your phone using the enclosed ProGlass Cleaning Wipe. Next, use the Microfiber Polishing Cloth and gently wipe the screen. For final cleaning step, use the Dust Removal Tape to rid of any remaining dust particles.

**STEP 3** Peel Film
Peel/Peel Film Off of ProGlass. Be careful not to touch the adhesive.

**STEP 4** Apply Glass
Align ProGlass using the Easy Applicator. Lay the tempered glass face on top of the screen, adhesive side down.

Once this 3-step cleaning process is complete, do not touch the screen. Any dust or dirt/grease left on the screen will show under the ProGlass.